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Dear MILSIMer, 
 
In many countries of Europe is the 2012 Airsoft 
MILSIM season is slowly ending with the 
upcoming winter and we believe it’s time for 
many of you to make planning for the upcoming 
MILSIM season of the year 2013. 
 
We would like to share with you some important 
news regarding the upcoming Border War 5: 
Operation Warhammer scenario as well latest 
updates and changes which took and will take 
place. 
 
Scenario will bring us in to the jungles of Lungo 
Norte where freshly assembled Task Force 56 
will fight off the rebellious People’s Army Militias 
over many interesting objectives of tactical and 
strategic character. 
 
The scenario was kicked off by the first edition of 
Border War Black Ops event - OP Juggernaut 
you can see the report here 
 
Scenario and description of the game side for BW 
5 are already online and can be seen on the main 
page as well with the ticket price information,  
and patches design samples. 

 
 

Event date:  
April 26-28. 2013  Game on 26.4. Lunch time 
game Off afternoon 28.4. Registration will be 
opened from Thursday lunch time on the 25

th
. 

 
 
Tickets and Registration: 
Registration will start on 20:00.p.m. CET on 4

th
 

November 2013. The ticket price compared to 

next year is increased by 1 Euro. There will be 
several waves of ticket release but don’t forget 
that discounted 100 tickets for 30 Euro will be 
available only on the first day of registration. Also 
keep in mind that if you want to be airmobile be 
quick . 
 
The number of places for the event is limited.  
 
T-Shirts: 

You can again expect traditionally a 200g cotton 
Adler T-Shirt with hight quality print on both sides. 
Design is currently being finished. 
 
Patches: 
To a standard patch of a game side we are this 
year introducing 2 more options for patches, one 
is Game Side Army patch and the other is 
Collector’s edition BW5 memorabilia patch. You 
can see design of patches on the web page. 
 
Airmobile: 

Number of airmobile troops of both game sides 
will be slightly increased, unfortunately we have 
to also increase the price for the Airmobile due to 
the providers increased cost for this unusual 
ticket add on. 
 

 
 
Game sides: 
Before you register we highly suggest to think of 
your dress code. Border War MILSIM is not an 
event aiming on the amount of people but on the 
quality of the atmosphere, we know that we have 

http://www.borderwar.cz/sites/black–ops–the–juggernaut.php
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usually have  quite a lot of participants, but it 
doesn’t mean that we will start giving people 
tapes on the arms and play (Blue on Red). It is 
important to focus on the dress code as well on 
the game rules once you intend to attend. 
 
Task Force 56 – this side reflects something like 
NATO style modern army – that means helmets 
and armor is something you shall focus on. 
 
PAZ Militias - are the opposite to the Task Force - 
partisan style dress code, light infantry third world 
country army - with old equipment, barates, 
shamags, rags and mixed uniforms. 
 
K.E.S.S. – PMC units, Mandatory baseball caps, 
Polo shirt, no camo outfits (wear for example - 
5.11 trousers jackets - olive or coyote brown 
ideally) are the types of uniforms you shall focus 
on. This will be a very small game fraction. 
 
Slum dogs of ALISI - Civilian outfits  
 
Enforcing the rules 
Zero tolerance to the rules violation will apply 
again – we will have in game Rules Police sorting 
out wrong costumes, and other violations of the 
rules, like smoking elsewhere than in the 
designate places, cheating, wrong dress codes, 
having laser device in game etc.... For your 
information we have last year on BW4 instantly 
game banned 30 people and there are 7 teams 
who are not allowed to enter our games anymore. 
Reasons for game bans were significant rules 
violations in some case repeated rules violations. 
 
In game Rules Police will be a support to the 
game masters and will be visible – as well there 
will be a undercover section mixed among the 
players. Players violating the rules, will be noted 
down and based upon the violation either they 
will receive the first and last warning or will be 
send out off game immediately. We have came to 
this conclusion after your suggestions from the 
feedback we have received from you. 
 
Becoming a Crew Member or Support BW 
Crew - Help and play: 
If you will be interested to support us in the event 
preparation on spot, please contact us on the 
email, we have currently some open slots in the 
Crew we need for the event, there are various 
types of reward for your support, from free 
merchandise, free food, free game ticket to 
payment for your work depending on what role 
you will be doing, more information via email. 

Trustees 

100 trustees have been nominated among 
players we know for many years and we trust, 
Trustees have similar rights as In game police to 
enforce the rules following. 
 
Company commanders 

Players volunteering for company commanders 
will receive free food during the event ( Friday – 2 
meals / Saturday - 3 meals / Sunday - 2 meals). 
 
Main role of the Company commander is to set 
up the company before the game on the forum, 
help the general to assemble platoons, and on 
spot has a overall look on his units. Company 
commander is not sitting in the HQ bus is fighting 
with his men on the front line. To enlist contact us 
on the email. 
 
BW crew has right to select from the applicants. 
 

 
 
 
Making LARP segment bigger and more juicy 
LARP players joining the civilian sector will have 
discount to normal tickets. Slum Dogs of ALISI 
tickets cost 5 Euro only and there is limited 
number of people – role of the slum dog is 
special you can expect 50% LARP and 50% 
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combat, but you will have contribute to the LARP 
segment by creating some given in game facility 
and run it during the event. LARP segment has 
objectives as well and there are plenty of very 
interesting missions to fulfill so it’s not only about 
running a in game brothel... If you would require 
more information please contact us on the email 

info@borderwar.cz before registeritering to 

slum dogs. Gang and Slum dogs 
participants contribution and presence to 

LARP roles will be checked so its not an 

option for players who want cheep ticket 

and than desert to other game fraction… 
 
Feedback to the previous event 
We have been studying carefully your feedback 
and we are still going through it, to make the 
event better than before, we would like to thank 
you for your support and open feedback we have 
learned many interesting things from you.  
 
Because We Care 

On BW5 you can again expect our crew of 
professional medics and doctors giving 24/7 
medical care. Traditional catering stations will be 
transformed into army style mess halls and will 
be serving refreshments and food from the 
morning to the evening as always for very 
reasonable prices. Cooking will be again possible 
only on designated places as last year.  
 
Photo contest: 

Will have different rules now, jury of 
photographers will be assembled by BW crew 
and photographers and we will be judging best 
pictures based upon the professional 
photography criteria. Facebook competition will 
be as well held but not for main prices. 
 
Player Poster Competition: 

You can again invent your posters, to enter the 
Border Wars Hall of Fame best posters will be 
printed and distributed in game as well on the 
Offzone.  
 
Best costume/uniform competition: 

On spot our journalist will be taking pictures of 
players, if you would like to join this contest just 
contact them, There will be interesting prices for 
the 3 best costumes. 
 
Sponsors and shops on spot: 

If your friend has a shop or produces some kind 
of airsoft products and would like to became 

visible, give him our contact we are sure we can 
help him promote his good and services.  
 
Videos: 
You can see all latest videos here on our 

channel. 
 
BWN  
Check our latest stories on BWN news regularly 
to get more news about upcoming scenario. The 
BW5 have already started now... 
 
news.borderwar.cz 
 
Rules patch 

We are going to make in near future before 
registration opens a rules update. 
 
Special Thanks, 

goes to Hightover from Nogova Freedom Alliance 
for fabulous poster picture for BW5. 
 

 
 
We have recently received one picture of BW 
Black Ops Veteran how he is training for BW5 if 
you have interesting pictures how you are 
preparing and training for the event don’t hesitate 
to contact us. 
 
With best regards, 
 
Yours BW crew 
 
Please spread the news 

 
We would like to kindly ask you to post 
information on your local forums about upcoming 
game so you can inform your fellow players and 
friends. Please use attached posters and 
information in the mail. 
 
Thank you for your loyalty one more time, we are 
looking froward to see you soon again. 

mailto:info@borderwar.cz
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r2UWCd8l5GI&feature=youtu.be

